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RECENT RULE CHANGES AND RULE PROPOSALS
November 1996

Two Figure defense when Shock Combat in flank or rear facing.
When a defending unit is shock attacked in the flank or re;[ facing aspects, that unit defends with only
two figure strength for the shock combat odds ratio determination. If multiple unit are shock attacked at
the same time, each unit has two figures for the odds determination.

Half movement if in morale disorder. Any unit in morale disorder has it's basic movement distance
halved. In addition, if within a declared cavalry charge zone (Declared charge or counter charge) the

movement is again halved or one-quafier movement. Examples:
a. Basic B class infantry in column moves 8". If within a cavalry charge zone the

distance is halved to 4". Morale disorder reduces this to 2".
b. Linegradeinfantryinsquareformationmoves4". Halvedforchargeis2". If the

square was morale disorder by some morale check failure, the square movemenl is
reduced to 1".

c. 6lb foot battery elects to change position to face the charging cavalry threat. The
battery changes formation and facing during the facing/formation phase to limbered
status. Basic movement is 6", halved for cavalry charge becomes 3" and the battery
then can unlimber after moving 1" with a cost of 2" off movement. Note. A morale
disordered battery cannot change position (6" quartered is 1.5 " minus 2" to unlimber)
but may always change facing (remaining in position) to face a threat.

Veteran and Green (conscript) Status benefit limitations.
veteran status gives a * 1 cMR till the cMR of 8 is reached. units which have a starting cMR of 8

or higher receive no additional CMR positive change. Infantry units which change from 4 CMR to 5

CMR or 7 CMR to 8 CMR have additional one point figure cost for the morale grade change.

Green (conscript) rating reduces the CMR by 1. Units which start with a 8 or higher CMR cannot be

rated as green or conscripts.

Column defensive Shock combat.
Proper columns; defined as greater number of figures in the following figure formation ranks then the

front rank always can defend up to the 6th figure rank for shock combat odds determination. All other
columns (pseudo) in which the front unit has equal or less figures in the following ranks or the front

unit is in linear formation (single rank) defends only with the frontmost unit for shock combat.

Note: This rule is designed to "force" actual column formations and not have weird or huge massive

columns.

Replacement Officers
When a division officer is wounded/killed, roll a replacement officer rating using the chart found on the
game play charts.
New rules for Army/Corp/Wing officer replacement. When replacing an senior officer, the senior
officer replacement retains command of his original command and assumes the duties of the new
position. Example: No replacement roll is required if a diVisional officer is promoted to Corp command

to replace the divisional officer with a replacement. The promoted divisional officer retains command

of his division and assumes the duties of the corp officer.

Loss of Officer effect.
When an officer is hit, no units take morale checks for the loss. The division suffers the loss of any
officer radius morale benefits for the officer till a replacement is promoted. Loss of Corp, Wing or
Army officers causes a -1 CMR effect due to the loss of communications rules. When the Corp, Wing
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or Army officer is replaced then the temporary -1 CMR effect is removed.
Changes in Artillery movement rates and formation changes
All positional artillery can only limber or unlimber in position. Positional artillery cannot limber up,
move a short distance and then unlimber like other field batteries (3lb-9lb). All oxen-drawn or similar
artillery uses positional artillery movement rules. Positional artillery movement rate increased to 6"
from 4" while in battle mode.

Bow range reduction
All bows use a reduced range for fire combat from 5" to 4" maximum range.

Combining two or more preformed squares together.
Squares must start their Movement Phase directly adjacent (touching bases) to allow several small
squares to join and form a larger united square formation. Marching two different square together
doesn't create one larger square but still remains as separate squares till the next movement phase can
join them. Artillery batteries are not required to be adjacent to enter a square formation but they can
move and unlimber in the square's location. Note: Morale disordered units cannot join a good order
square for protection without causing morale disorder for all units.

Square formation Shock combat adjustment
The adjustment for squares vis enemy cavalry is now *4 instead of the old +5 CMR adjustment.

Officer morale benefit radius
All officers now have a 6" morale benefit radius. This upgrades divisional/brigadeto 6".

Rout determination change
The determination threshold for routing has been increased from +4 over the current morale CMR to
*5 over the current CMR value.

New figure point charts
Please review the new figure point cost chart. Generally the infantry, Headquarter, train and cavalry
sections are the same. The changes occurred under the artillery section increasing the cost for artillery.

Rules still under review and are considered as Proposed rules

14. Evade Option rule
The following rule enables certain open order formations to "evade" approaching enemy close order
formations and cavalry and hopefully avoid direct Shock action or heavy close ordered formation
firepower.

a. The non-phasing player will have the "EVADE OPTION" given to all FULL or
Extreme open-order (skirmisher) formations during the phasing enemy player's
Movement Phase. Units capable of or in semi-Skirmisher open order formation cannot
use evade option. All close order and artillery/trainunits also cannot use the evade
option.
Note: Prussian and Austrian 3rd rank sl{irmishers will lft have the evade option.
Prussian or Austrian Freiwilligen-Jager b\ Freicorp figures are generally rated as full-
skirmishers and as such have evade option.
During the Movement Phase, the non-phasing player will have the following
immediate evade option election for his full/extreme open order formations when any
of the following event occur.

1. The first enemy close order unit (either cavalry or infantry) marches adjacent
(base to base contact) and declares for upcoming shock combat.

2. The first enemv close unit of infantrv marches towards the skirmishers or
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artillery unlimbers and either unit causes a projection of the minimum fire
zone upon the open-order skirmisher formation.

Note: Once any of the above event occurs and the non-phasing player "waives his
evade option" then the open-order skirmishers formation cannot elect the evade option
for the balanee of the current Movement phase.

c. If the non-phasing player elects to take the Evade option, the following events will
happen:

1. Immediately, before any other movement of units takes place, all open-order
skirmisher figures which can range on the enemy unit causing the evade
option will perform a NORMAL (not doubled) Fire combat. Skirmisher
figures which cannot fire upon the enemy unit have no fire combat capability
during the Movement phase.
No fire combat is given by the advancing close order unit upon the
skirmishers.

2. Then...depending upon what type of skirmisher formation is involved, the
skirmishers will redeploy themselves by movement of the figures:

a. Deployed light company figures will rejoin their parent close order
battalion at it's location. Prussian infantry and cavalry freiwilligen figures act
in this manner.
b. Partially deployed light battalions will retire their skirmisher figures to the
location of the close order portion of the light battalion.
c. Fully deployed light battalions will form close order column at the mid
point of the open-order formation and retire up to 10" away from the enemy
units ending the movement facing away.
d. All open order cavalry units will close down to column formation at the
mid point and retire up to their base movement plus 4" (light cavalry 18",
irregular cavalry 20") facing away,

Note: Once the evading player has redeployed his evaded unit(s), that unit
has completed it's ability to evade and if another enemy unit can reach, it
may be placed at a disadvantaged position.
For example: A infantry light banalion is faced by enemy combined arms of
cavalry, artillery and infantry. The enemy player triggers the evade option by
placing a infantry unit adjacent to the open-order light battalion. The evade
option is taken and the light battalion retires L0" towards the rear area. Then
the enemy player moves his artillery in position to fire upon the now close
order light battalion formation and also moves his cavalry to charge..... It
could be bad news on the upcoming phases for that light battalion and as such
the player may elect to skip the evade option and defend normally the
position and reinforce the screen with friendly units....etc..

3. Evade option movement doesnlt cause morale disorder status for the evading
unit(s). t\

4. No opportunity Fire from the triggering enemy unit is given against any unit
electing to use the evade option during the movement phase. But, if the
evading unit started the movement phase within the minimum fire zone on
another enemy unit(s), those units will have opportunity fire against the
retiring skirmishers.

5. Opportunity counter charge can be caused if a skirmisher evades from the
front of a cavalry unit within 4" of the skirmisher formation. Note: the
cavalry unit can be moved up to a position just beyond 1" (cavalry minimum
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fue zone) and then another unit trigger the evade option. In all cases the
evading unit will rctire the full distance and not be halved for cavalry charge.
Evade option movernent has no reduction for the unit on it's next Movement
Phase.
Evade option movement is only available during the Movement phase, not
durins the Shock combat phase.

English unit "lying down" rule
All English, Hanoverian or european HEIC infantry units with normal or veteran morale rating can use

the formationlfacing phase to have the unit "lie down" and reduce firepower effect. The benefits and
risks are:
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Firepower against the unit is reduced by 50% (halved).

The unit must be in linear formation. No column or square formations.
The unit's command must be under Attack, Engage or Defend orders
The unit is considered terrain disordered.
No firepower can be given be the unit during either the Infantry Fire Combat, Shock
Combat phases or any opportunity fire attacks presented by enemy movements while
in a lying down state.
The unit can sQr.rd up during the formation/facing section of the Movement phase.

A officer figur!(any rank) must be attached to the unit to change formation to
become a lying down unit. No officer figure is required for standing up.

The player whose cavalry charged picks which units will check morale per rules. The
player rolling the morale checks will work from the frontmost unit towards the rear

increasing the distance from the charging cavalry unit. The units picked may be done
as the morale results are performed thus the choosing player can seek maximum
effect.
Any unit which routs will cause morale checks per normal rules and radius.
The unit being tested must be within the'normal charge range of the charging cavalry.
No extended charge range morale check$
The minimum distance a declared charge cavalry unit must travel is reduced from 6"

to 4" movement or engage in shock combat once.
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Place a marker next to the unit or declare that the unit is lying down to the opposite players.

Morale checks limitation caused by Declared Cavalry Charge Phase
This is a new proposed rule and will be tested.

When checking Morale after a cavalry unit(s) declared charge during the Declared Cavalry Charge
Phase the number of actual units which will take the morale check for the charging cavalry is limited to
the number of cavalry figures which actually charged. For example; If a single four figure cavalry
declared a charge during the Declared Cavairy Charge Phase then only four defending units (infantry,
cavalry or artillery/train) will check for the charge effect. If four regiments of cavalry charged and
each was 4 figures then up to 16 units will check morale.

The following additional rules apply:


